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Performance
Versus MSCI All Country World Index
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Sources: Dundas, Bloomberg. 31 December 2016. Figures are calculated from the last business day of the period to the last business day of the following period. Inception is 20 
March 2013. All figures are percentages, annualised for periods greater than 12 months and are shown in total return terms. All data in GBP. 

Q4 2016 2016 Three years Since inception

Gross 3.3 25.3 11.4 10.8

Net 3.2 24.5 10.7 10.1

Index 6.4 28.7 15.8 12.5

Gross relative -2.9 -2.7 -3.9 -1.5
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Source: Bloomberg, MSCI. Data in GBP

Markets – value trumped growth

Global markets – both equities and bonds - had a remarkable quarter. Measured by
the MSCI ACW index global stocks rose 6.4% in GBP with a large chunk of the gain
after Mr Trump’s victory. The post-election rally was so strong that it lifted what
otherwise would have been a lacklustre year to a healthy 8.2% return in USD. The
post Brexit fall in Sterling, ending the year almost 18% down against the USD at 1.23
boosted the benchmark index return in GBP to 28.7%.

Bond yields soared too, triggering sharp price declines. In Q4 US ten year yields
jumped 105 basis points to finish the year at 2.55%. The long end of US Treasury
markets experienced a rout, illustrated by the 14.7% USD NAV decline for
Vanguard’s Long-term Treasury Fund whose portfolio has a 15 years-plus duration.

Q4 saw three big developments:

1. US equities surged 8.2% versus a 6.4% return for the MSCI ACW index.

2. Value trumped growth. The MSCI ACW Value index rose 10%, the ACW Growth
index returned 2.6%.

3. Financial stocks – and banks in particular –beat everything else, up 17.4%.

So whether Mr. Trump’s election is the cause or coincidence, Q4’s swing in global
returns towards equities and away from deflation beneficiaries forces us to ask if this
is the end of the great 35 year bond bull market. And if that’s too big a question,
then we can at least discuss the end of so-called ‘Quantitative Easing’ alongside
super-low interest rates.

Performance

In Q4 the strategy returned 3.3% versus 6.4% for the index. For 2016 the
strategy returned 25.3% while the index returned 28.7%.

Four factors account for the performance variance:
• The most important is the portfolio’s commitment to growth stocks in a

period of great performance for value. Our performance was in line with
the MSCI ACW Growth index up 23.3%.

• The best performing sector globally was Financials, 8.4% of the portfolio
but 18.7% of the index. Big banks dominate the index, our investments
are mostly in life insurance. Led by US banks, the banking sector was up
20% in Q4. This accounts for 75% of the performance variance.

• Significantly lower-than-index holdings in US equities and the US dollar;
• Zero exposure to non-oil commodity stocks;

Offsetting these were benefits from being less exposed to the Yen and from
owning no stocks in the Real Estate, Telecommunications and Utilities
sectors. The portfolio’s IT stocks had good returns. Best performers for the
quarter were Akamai +32.3%, Disney +18.9%, American Express +22.2% and
BE Aerospace +22.9%. Disney has seen phenomenal box office success this
year with six out of the top ten box office films. American Express is
recovering from losing the Costco business and is seeing good spend growth
across its card membership. BE Aerospace was acquired by Rockwell Collins
in October.

The Materials sector stocks was a negative factor, contributing 1.02% of the
2.9% underperformance. The portfolio has 8.4% in this sector against 5.3%
for the benchmark and the shape of that distribution is notably different
from the index. The portfolio’s investments concentrate upon businesses
selling complex materials to consumer goods businesses – IFF, Novozymes
and Symrise – plus two industrial gas companies – Air Liquide and Air
Products.
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Performance continued..

The index is heavily weighted into miners and hard commodity stocks which
had a great 2016 as commodity prices rallied.

The Portfolio’s largest sector exposure is IT, on average 26.9% against 15.5%
for the benchmark. Two stocks stood out in Q4, Akamai up 26.5% and
Microsoft up 14.2%, both responding to strong earnings reports.

Poor performers for the quarter were led by our largest financial holding
AIA, it has been under pressure as the Chinese authorities have sought to
crack down on locals seeking to make investments internationally through
Hong Kong funds and life policies. US based IFF and German firm Symrise
both serve the large consumer goods companies through supplying
fragrances and flavours for their products. They have been hit by slowing
growth from their customers and brand rationalisation. Danish based
Novozymes is not dissimilar – as the major supplier of enzymes for
detergent it also has seen slower growth. Finally Swedish Hexagon came
under scrutiny by news that the CEO is being personally investigated for
insider dealing in relation to a private equity fund he is involved with, he
denies any wrongdoing and the operational performance of the company
continues to be good.

By geographical allocation the sum of individual stock decisions leaves the
portfolio 45.4% invested in North America (benchmark 56.1%), Western
Europe 35.4% (21.3%), Asia Pacific 14.1% (18.7%) with others totalling
1.27% (3.9%).

Sales

Q4’s trading activity started with the sale of BE Aerospace shortly after it was
bid for by Rockwell Collins. Borg Warner, a supplier of transmissions and
components to the auto industry, was sold. It has a strong position as a key
component supplier to the main auto companies but its has struggled to grow
profits. The car companies who buy its products are exerting more pricing
pressure. US oil company EOG was sold from the fund in December, following a
strong share price run which was unsupported by business fundamentals.

Purchases

Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company and Thermo Fisher were
added in October. The former is the world’s leading semiconductor chip
foundry. It invests heavily in capital expenditure but still manages to deliver
dividend growth. Thermo Fisher, based in the USA, is the largest player in the
$100bn laboratory equipment. Its leading position is due to organic growth and
acquisition, translating into improving profitability. The long-term demand
outlook is good which should support Thermo’s growth.

Other additions; South African based Life and Health insurer Discovery Holdings
are best known for encouraging policy holders to improve their fitness receiving
in return lower premiums. Chinese healthcare company Shandong Weigao has
become a domestic leader in hospital consumables gaining share at the expense
of Johnson & Johnson and is now investing heavily in dialysis equipment and
centres. Ryohin Keikaku a Japanese retailer trading under the Muji brand. It has
a strong business in Japan and is expanding into Asia and Europe. All three offer
good revenue growth prospects along with margin expansion allowing for
sustainable dividend growth.

Finally, Infosys is a large Indian company providing IT outsourcing and
consultancy. We like their focus on the use of artificial intelligence and
automation to improve revenues, better manage costs and improve profit per
employee – they employ around 200,000 people.
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Comment – growth delivered

Value had a great quarter but earnings and dividend growth drive long term
equity returns, and the portfolio’s stocks continue to deliver. In Q4 eight of
our companies declared full year dividends with an average increase of 7%.
The standout was Amadeus , increasing its dividend by 18%. It provides IT
services to the global airline and travel industry and is a direct beneficiary
of expanding global air travel. Both Disney and global animal health firm
Zoetis increased their dividends by 10% while Danish healthcare supplier
Coloplast raised its by 8%.

While the US market had a wonderful quarter, the earnings reported by
85% of our holdings in Q4 confirmed continuing improvement in Europe.
90% of our European stocks reported improved sales growth and 64% of
them saw improved margins. The improvements were widespread, across
all the industries in which we have invested. By contrast, 76% of the US
stocks owned reported a rise in revenues with only 52% reporting margin
expansion.

We don’t own any major banks in the US or elsewhere, bar DBS in
Singapore and a small commercial lender in the UK, Close Brothers. The
enthusiasm for bank stocks following the election appears to rest on hopes
for higher rates and less regulation. We are far from convinced by the
argument that higher rates are ‘good news’ for the banks. All of their profit
improvement since 2009 has been the result of a decline in their interest
costs and a collapse in their loan loss provisions. Example: Bank of America’s
net income in 2015 was $18 billion higher than the figure reported in 2010.
In that period it had a combined benefit of $38 billion from falling interest
rates and collapsing loan loss provisions as asset values improved. Higher
rates are a double-edged sword, at least as likely to erode these gains as to
boost income.

Our geographic asset allocation is the result of stock-picking. The 11% point
underweight in the USA isn’t a top-down decision but rather the result of
bottom-up stock selection. However there is no doubt that the US equity
market’s strong performance since 2009 has been due to particular factors,
notably falling interest rates and rising valuations. In 2009 US ten year yields
peaked at 4.0% and the S&P 500 index Price/ Earnings ratio was 15x. By end
2016 the ten year yield had risen to 2.44% having bottomed at 1.36% on 7th

July 2016 and the S&P 500’s Price/Earnings ratio had reached 21x. The bull
market is mature and has benefitted from falling rates and rising valuations.
The rest of the world would appear a more fertile place to find investments.

The US equity market’s jump – and the declines in bond prices – in response
to a new President who promises to invest in infrastructure and renege on
free trade agreements has stretched an already mature bull market. The
‘jaws’ chart later in this report shows that non-US equities have offered
meagre returns for the past five years but corporate performance is
improving. This showing up clearly in our stocks’ results. We wish Mr Trump
well in Making America Great Again but right now the opportunities in the
rest of the world look very attractive.



Portfolio dividends
All data shown as percentage returns in local currency.
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Sources: Bloomberg. 31 December 2016.



Why dividend growth?
Comparison of return subsets for MSCI World, EAFE & USA split by dividend behaviour from June 1994 to December 2016.
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Sources: Ned Davis Research. 31 December 2016.
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At Dundas we believe that investing in stocks that consistently grow their dividend will result in superior total returns over time. This chart prepared
independently by Ned Davis Research for the World Index shows that those dividend growers have delivered compound returns of 11.1% per annum
over a 20 year period considerably in excess of the equally weighted index. In sharp contrast those stocks cutting dividends have barely grown at all.

We are fascinated by the breakdown of the World into EAFE and USA. The long term outperformance of the USA over EAFE is well documented – and
we believe set to change. Beneath that it is striking to note that picking dividend growth stocks in EAFE has been very well rewarded with compound
returns of 9.5% against 6.5% for the index. However in the USA the return premium for good dividend growth stock picking is much less at 11.5%
against 10.9%. The greater propensity for share buybacks probably explains part of the difference as the dividend growers are the strong cash
generators that have been buying back stock. However it may simply be that the rising tide of US share prices has lifted all ships.
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Are ‘the Jaws’ closing?
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As events unravelled during the ensuing period with ever increasing QE aimed
squarely at improving the health of these organisations, we looked on from
the sidelines at the inexorable slide in share prices culminating in the collapse
of Deutsche Bank shares over the summer to an all-time low.

So where are now? Dividends have been slashed, substantial capital has been
raised either through capital markets or through the trade sales of various
non-core assets to other stronger institutions. QE has provided a price floor for
troubled assets. Most of the hard yards have been won and, while we're not
rushing to buy for now, for the first time in our six year history Europe’s banks
are worthy of consideration.

The path to improving (and converging) Returns on Equity
For some time the reported return on equity for the MSCI EAFE index has been
lower than for its US equivalent. In part this is due to structural factors – EAFE
has a bigger weight in low-return financial stocks, for example. An
improvement in the fortunes of EAFE banks would be an important contributor
to an improvement in EAFE’s RoE.

Leverage levels in EAFE and the US are similar. The big difference is that US
leverage has risen as companies have bought back their own shares in
unprecedented volumes, a feature almost absent from the European and Asian
markets. Buy-backs have boosted US RoE but at the expense of deteriorating
balance sheets. The corporate US love affair with buy-backs may be ending or
at least ebbing., and as it does US and EAFE RoE levels could converge – we
think that they shall.

Annualised compound returns

3.7%

12.1%

USA

EAFE

MSCI US vs MSCI EAFE

Economic Activity in Europe
Years of anaemic European growth and the financial crises triggered by the Euro's
internal contradictions have led many to treat the continent as an investment
pariah. Yet improvement in key indicators has been a feature throughout 2016; the
index of purchasing managers’ activity has moved up, unemployment has fallen and
there are signs of improving consumer confidence.

Corporate results across our European holdings show revenue growth and improving
margins. Europe’s labour laws may not be so flexible as those in the UK and USA,
making downsizing a less frequently used tool for profit generation than it is in those
countries, but increased utilisation still leads to improved profits.

European Financials
Our most recent review of Europe’s banks was undertaken in Spring 2015,
concluding that there were no obvious investment opportunities. Much remained to
be done to restore profitability with dividend cuts and / or capital raising required on
the way.
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What impact will protectionist politics have…
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At Dundas we believe that every equity portfolio is Global. Few if any stocks can be analysed on a stand-alone basis without some Global context. US investors received
increasing exposure to International markets on a steady basis until around the GFC. On a look through basis the US equity market offers a revenue split of around 33% in
the rest of the world – 12% EMEA, 8% Asia, 7% other Americas and 6% unclassified. There is good evidence that this trend has largely come to an end and if anything may
be in the course of reversing. A decision to invest more outside the US from now will actually mean buying International Equities.

Much is being written about the move away from Globalisation by politicians seeking to erect barriers and focus on domestic self-interest. Over the past ten years the
Global Finance Crisis brought to a halt the steady rise of globalisation seen from around 1990. This is most noticeable among OECD and industrialised countries there has
been a modest decline in some measures of globalisation. It could be said that populist politicians are not changing the direction of economies but actually jumping on a
trend already in place.

For all its large Global companies the USA ranks 34th in the list of Global countries. At the top of the list 13 of the 15 most globalised countries are European with China 73
and Japan 48. Given that it is not surprising that subjectively the pain of the move away from Globalisation is felt most acutely in Europe. Objectively however a
continuation in the trend away from globalisation, the integration of international trade and capital flows may actually be no bad thing for the many European EAFE
constituents best described as mid cap national or regional champions in their sectors.

Through the 2000s the evidence pointed to the Globalising economy growing faster than local economies. The 2010s to date have seen the local grow faster than the
Global and that is most likely what is in store for the next 5-10 years.



Healthcare in China
New purchase of Shandong Weigao
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We looked at Weigao in May 2012, didn't invest and have seen the share price
lose 35% in USD. It has been a growth business in a growing part of China's
economy; 2015 sales and profits were up more than tenfold compared to 2005's
numbers. As discussed in the Business section, China's healthcare market is set for
sustained long term growth.

Weigao's medical consumables products are mainstays of hospital medical
treatment. Its orthopaedics and blood dialysis units offer further growth at higher
margins. Its market cap is just >$3 billion and with c.50% inside ownership the
float is >$1.5 billion.

China's wish to supplant the foreign companies that hold big healthcare market
shares is an important factor in Weigao's favour. It's the biggest domestic
orthopaedic producer but ranks fifth in sales. Foreign companies have 80% of the
blood dialysis market.

High growth rates in big markets brings competition, so success is by no means assured. Weigao comments on the intense competition across its businesses, a
point reinforced by the street research available via Bloomberg - both bulls and bears. Weigao's response is perfectly rational. It is investing more in R&D,
increasing its sales efforts and introducing new products.

Weigao comes with imperfections. Its customers take extended credit. Capex consumes almost all of its cash flow. It is not have 100% ownership of key
subsidiaries. Inter-company trading with its holding company parent is modest but is just daft conduct for a public company. The on / off spin-out of the
orthopaedic unit is downright odd.

The return on equity & retention rate implies growth of 7% p.a., well below long term and recent growth rates but a plausible number to this analyst.



Stock attribution commentary

Positive

B/E Aerospace (+29bps) supplier of aircraft interiors to Boeing, Airbus and the world’s airlines announced it had agreed to be taken over by Rockwell Collins. We sold our

holding in the stock in full on the news.

The Walt Disney Company (+24bps) reported an impressive set of full year results during the quarter, with improving profitability largely driven by its string of box office

successes, including the Star Wars franchise. Earnings grew double digit, free cash flow increased almost 3 fold and the dividend was increased 10%. Its success in FY 2016 is

a tough act to follow, however the pipeline of new releases in movies and at parks plus the positioning of ESPN across multiple distribution platforms cements our long term

growth thesis.

American Express (+23bps) operates a global payments network and as a bank offering credit and taking deposits. It enjoys high returns and a premium customer base and is

focussed on growing its card base and increasing spend per card through increased merchant acceptance and offering better rewards to its customers. It had a tough time

earlier in the year with the loss of its Costco partnership, but it is financially strong and executing to plan. The share price has rallied since the US election along with other US

financials.

Akamai (+22bps) provides much of the internet infrastructure we use to access websites and stream content which is increasingly demanded at a faster rate on a higher

quality, more reliable and importantly more secure platform. Q4 results showed a continuation in sales growth, with faster growth coming from greater customer

diversification and increased profitability as it manages the impact of some of its largest customers taking some services in house.

Niche manufacturer Littelfuse (+19bps) main business is selling high-spec, low-value and essential circuit protection products for consumer electronics, automotive and

power distribution industries. It is investing in new areas of power control and sensors which we believe will drive future volume and value growth and at the same time it is

consolidating it industry. Whilst not immune to industrial end market softness, recent results demonstrated that it continues to execute its strategy of solid organic plus bolt-

on acquisitive growth with profits up in its core markets.



Stock attribution commentary

Negative

AIA Group (-34bps) We are invested in AIA because people need life insurance, pensions and savings products and AIA is the biggest insurance business in Asia, the most

populous part of the world. Results to date have showed impressive growth in new business, premiums, profits and the board increased the interim dividend by 17%.

However, AIA and other insurers in Asia share prices have been negatively impacted by the news that China’s state-backed UnionPay has limited the use of its cards to

purchase Hong Kong insurance policies. It was also reported that the regulator has launched a probe into illegal sales of insurance policies on the mainland. Our view is that

there is still demand in China for AIA’s products, and the UnionPay restriction may simply divert purchases to another form of payment or to mainland China and does not

alter AIA’s long term growth prospects.

International Flavours & Fragrances (-33bps) is the 2nd largest player in the $18bn flavours and fragrance industry and enjoys the highest margins thanks to a strong

partnership model with its customers and product innovation. Similar to its peers it is a consolidator of its industry, driving higher growth and cost efficiencies. 2016 has

been a tough year with growth impacted by portfolio changes at a large customer. The focus and pace of acquisitions has been stepped up as it looks to increase its

exposure to mid-size customers and faster growth and value segments like active cosmetics.

Novozymes (-19bps) this biotech company is the largest producer of industrial enzymes which are used by a broad spectrum of industries to improve productivity and

performance whilst reducing reliance on other raw materials. Despite posting moderate organic sales growth in the first 9 months of the year and double digit profit

growth, lower commodity prices are pressurising overall sales growth and led management to lower full year expectations to 2%. The outlook for profit and free cash flow

remain unchanged as Novozymes can drive production and operational efficiencies to offset slower growth.

Hexagon (-18bps) Hexagon’s global technology solutions include sensors that precisely measure the world around us and data analytics software to make the data useable.

First half results showed solid organic sales growth boosted by acquisitions with profit margin expansion driven by a higher proportion of software sales. Management

raised the dividend 23.5%. Business fundamental performance continued to be strong inQ4but the share price was hit by news that the CEO is being personally investigated

for insider dealing in relation to a private equity fund he is involved with.

Symrise (-17bps) is the 4th largest of the “big 4” flavours and fragrance ingredient suppliers operating in a market that is growing 2-3% p.a. Its customers are

predominantly consumer food, drink, health and personal care product manufacturers. We expect its growth to outperform its market due to improving product mix and

bolt-on acquisitions enhancing its competitive position with related cost synergies driving profitability. Its latest results saw organic growth jump to 8.5% but profit growth

was held back by higher acquisition related costs.
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Consum er Discretionary 13.8 12.1 Financia ls 8.4 18.7 In form ation Technology 26.9 15.5

HOME DEPOT INC 1.2 0.4 AIA GROUP LTD 2.1 0.2 ACCENTURE PLC-CL A 2.6 0.2

KINGFISHER PLC 0.8 0.0 AMERICAN EXPRESS CO 1.7 0.2 AKAMAI TECHNOLOGIES INC 1.1 0.0

L'OCCITANE INTERNATIONAL SA 0.8 CLOSE BROTHERS GROUP PLC 0.8 ALPHABET INC-CL C 1.6 0.6

LVMH MOET HENNESSY LOUIS VUI 1.3 0.1 DBS GROUP HOLDINGS LTD 1.1 0.1 AMADEUS IT GROUP SA 1.4 0.1

ROSS STORES INC 2.2 0.1 DISCOVERY LTD 0.2 0.0 APPLE INC 2.5 1.7

RYOHIN KEIKAKU CO LTD 0.5 0.0 LEGAL & GENERAL GROUP PLC 1.4 0.1 ASML HOLDING NV 1.3 0.1

TECHTRONIC INDUSTRIES CO LTD 0.9 0.0 MARSH & MCLENNAN COS 1.1 0.1 DELL TECHNOLOGIES INC-CL V 0.2 0.0

USS CO LTD 1.5 0.0 GEMALTO 0.9 0.0

WALT DISNEY CO/THE 2.3 0.4 Heal th  Care 13.6 11.1 HEXAGON AB-B SHS 0.9 0.0

WHITBREAD PLC 0.6 0.0 ABBOTT LABORATORIES 1.4 0.2 INFOSYS LTD-SP ADR 0.2

WPP PLC 1.9 0.1 BAXTER INTERNATIONAL INC 0.8 0.1 INTEL CORP 0.8 0.5

BAYER AG-REG 0.8 0.2 IPG PHOTONICS CORP 1.1

Consum er Staples 8.6 9.5 BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB CO 0.8 0.3 KEYENCE CORP 2.5 0.1

CHOCOLADEFABRIKEN LINDT-PC 0.9 0.0 COLOPLAST-B 1.3 0.0 LITTELFUSE INC 1.2

COSTCO WHOLESALE CORP 1.2 0.2 ESSILOR INTERNATIONAL 1.2 0.1 MICROSOFT CORP 3.2 1.2

HENGAN INTL GROUP CO LTD 0.8 0.0 NOVO NORDISK A/S-B 1.3 0.2 OPEN TEXT CORP 1.5 0.0

L'OREAL 1.4 0.1 ROCHE HOLDING AG-GENUSSCHEIN 2.1 0.4 QUALCOMM INC 1.2 0.3

MONDELEZ INTERNATIONAL INC-A 1.5 0.2 SANOFI 0.8 0.3 SAP SE 1.8 0.2

NESTLE SA-REG 1.4 0.6 SHANDONG WEIGAO GP MEDICAL-H 0.3 0.0 TAIWAN SEMICONDUCTOR-SP ADR 0.9

RECKITT BENCKISER GROUP PLC 1.4 0.1 THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC INC 0.9 0.2 VERSUM MATERIALS INC 0.1

ZOETIS INC 1.8 0.1

Energy 3.9 7.4 Materia ls 8.4 5.3

EXXON MOBIL CORP 2.6 1.0 Industria ls 11.0 10.6 AIR LIQUIDE SA 1.2 0.1

SCHLUMBERGER LTD 1.3 0.3 3M CO 1.1 0.3 AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS INC 1.0 0.1

CAE INC 1.6 0.0 INTL FLAVORS & FRAGRANCES 1.6 0.0

DAIKIN INDUSTRIES LTD 1.7 0.1 NOVOZYMES A/S-B SHARES 0.9 0.0

GEBERIT AG-REG 1.7 0.0 PPG INDUSTRIES INC 1.4 0.1

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 1.4 0.8 SYMRISE AG 1.2 0.0

IMI PLC 0.5 0.0 SYNGENTA AG-REG 1.1 0.1

JARDINE MATHESON HLDGS LTD 1.3 0.0

WW GRAINGER INC 1.4 0.0 Real  Estate 3.2

ZODIAC AEROSPACE 0.5 0.0

Telecom m unication Services 3.6

Uti l i ties 0.4 3.1

TOWNGAS CHINA CO LTD 0.4

Cash 5.0
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Holdings by domicile %

United States 41.5

United Kingdom 7.2

Switzerland 7.2

France 6.5

Japan 6.2

Hong Kong 4.6

Germany 3.8

Denmark 3.5

Canada 3.1

Ireland 2.6

Netherlands 2.2

Spain 1.4

Singapore 1.1

China 1.0

Sweden 0.9

Taiwan 0.9

Luxembourg 0.8

India 0.2

South Africa 0.2

Largest exposures by dividend %

Exxon Mobil 4.6

Legal & General 4.2

Microsoft 4.0

Roche 3.9

Accenture 2.7

Largest exposures by capital %

Microsoft 3.2

Exxon Mobil 2.6

Accenture 2.6

Apple 2.5

Keyence 2.5

Source: Bloomberg, Dundas. 31 December 2016
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Dundas Partners LLP operates as Dundas Global Investors (Dundas). Dundas Partners LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority.

This material is intended solely for UK institutional investors and is for information purposes only. It is not an offer or a recommendation to
purchase or sell any security and is not intended to substitute for an investment’s disclosure document. Investments involve risk and past
investment performance is not a reliable indicator of future investment performance.

The Authorised Corporate Director (ACD) of The Heriot Global Fund is T.Bailey Fund Services Limited (TBFS). TBFS is authorised and regulated by
the Financial Conduct Authority. For full information on the Heriot Investment Funds, including risk warnings and costs, please see the fund
prospectus, available from www.tbailey.co.uk/heriot. As a UCITS Fund, a Key Investor Information Document is also available for each share class.
Investors should ensure they have read and understood the relevant KIID prior to investing.

The returns stated in this document are GIPS compliant and audited annually.

http://www.tbailey.co.uk/heriot

